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PREFAC.E 

If capital movements exist be.tween a capitalist and a socialist 
country, they are mediated by the governments. So far this proposition 
has been taken more or less for granted. And for, a long time it des
cribed the practices of Yugoslavia in relation to her foreign partners. 
However, with the development of seIfgovernment in the country, with 
full business ,autonomy of enterprises, state interventions have become 
superfluous not only in internal economic relations but also in busi
ness ventu,res transcending national borders. At first state monopoly in 
foreign trade was eliminated. Mext, various forms of direct iridustrial 
cooperation between Yugoslav and foreign firms have been developed. 
Firially, ·since 1967 joint irivestment ventures have also become pos
sible legally, and have begun to .take place iri practice. 

Industrial cooperation and joint ventutes between firms belonging 
to two different econ9mic systems are undoubtedly ot great theoretical 
and practical interest. Since this process started in Yugoslavia and 
has been developed most fully in this country, the Yugoslav experien
ce might prove useful to other countries. 

The present study analyses legal and economic aspects of a 
certain number of contracts between Yugoslav and foreign firms. Va
rious forms of industrial cooperation have by now been tried out by 
quite a few enterprises and a considerable arrtount of experience has 
been accumulated., Joint ventures have only bec2lme legally po ssib.le, . 
and the study describes one of the first contracts that have been sig
ned. The study has been financed by the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe. 

Of the two authors, ·Dr M. ~ukijasovic is responsible for the 
legal aspects and Mr. Dj. Vujacic for the economic aspects of the 
analysis. ,The authors and the Institute express their graditude to 
the Yugoslav firms that made the relevant information available. 
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It is hoped that the study will contribute to the better understanding 

of possibilities for an expanding international economic cooperation 
and, more specifically, facilitate further contacts between Yugoslav 
and foreign firiTIs. The Institute will continue to work in this field 
and will gladly provide additional information to anyone interested. 

Belgrade, December, 1968 
Branko Horvat 

Director of the Institute 
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INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION BETWEEN YUGOSLAV 

ENTERPRISES AND FOREIGN· FIRMS 

I. General points 

Proclamation of the general economic reform of July 1965 gave a 
sta,rt to building a new system of industrial cooperation between home 
enterprises and foreign firms. That means that there began changing not 
only Yugoslav foreign trade, .foreign exchange and customs tariff legisla
ti()n but.also the regulations governing the entire economic life in both 
t~e internal and foreign trade sectors.Fou~dations were laid for a co
ordinated development of various economic spheres and branches, .and 
conditions were created for their stabilization through market criteria. 

At the basis of this new economic regime there are four statutes 
and also a number of regulations designed to facilitate their implemen-" 
tation. Those are: the Law Amending the Law on Traffic of Goods and 
Services with Foreign Countries of July 8, .1966, the Law on Foreign 
Exchange Transactions of July 15, .1966, the Law on Customs and Tariffs 
of July 24, .1965 and the Law on Foreign Credit Transactions of July 15, . 
1966. 

According tq the Law Amending the Law on the TraffiC of Goods 
and Services provision is made for many forms of bu:;;iriess-technical 
cooperation between domesti<; and foreign firms. According to ArtiCle 23, . 
economic organizations C!-nd institu~i()ns may, among other things, :<::onclude 
agreements on business-technical cooperation with foreign firms. ". 

By these agreements the following ones are· especially meant: the 
agreement on joint programming of production; distribution of current 
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production and its complementing; joint designing of plants,installations I 
and equ~pment; ,joirit preparation and introduction of new industrial produc::ts; :1 
joint manu~acture of parts, assemblies and su~-assemblies to complete the 1 
same final produc::ts or complete machinery, by supplying one another with j 
these products or machinery; 'joirit marketing in third countries; andl 
erection of service workshops and personnel training. j 

Tha Law on Foreign Exchange Transactions governs foreign excha
nge payments with foreign countries. It distignuishes goods and services 
which are freely imported from goods and services whose importation is 
controlled. Payment for the former may be without restriction. In accorda
nce with Article 20, importation may be controlled in three ways: (0 
by fixing a global foreign currency quota; (ii) by fixing a foreign excha
nge quota; 'and (iii) by fixing commodity quotas, i.e. by issuing import 
permits. In setting controls, the Federal Executive Council will be gover
ned by the trend toward reducing foreign payment restrictions. 

Pursuant to this law, Yugoslavia has liberalized, beginning with 
J ~l.lluary 1, 1967, all her export and about a half of her import. In other 
words, of the total of the goods, 36.9 per centis completely free and 
19.6 per cent is conditionally free imported in Yugoslavia. These figu-: 
res mean that about 2.500 items- may be imported into Yugoslavia either 
absolutely freely or freely under certain conditions. On the other hand, 
control of import embraces fewer than 2.000 articles, of which figure 
only a couple Of dozens are subject to import licences,whlle the rest, 
that is much more numerous, ,is subject to the regime of the global 
currency quota. This liberalization constitutes the direct result of the 
policy of "moderate protection of home industry". Under this policy a 
new definitive customs tariff takes the central place. Fiscal elements 
have been eliminated and the average level of tariff protection has 
been reduced by about 50'70, ·as compared to the level of the 1962. Dec
ree. Article 15 of the Law on Cu~toms Tar:iffs, made it possible to cre
ate a column of conventional rates, beside the already existing one of 
autonomous rates (a system of mixed au~onomou~ and conventional 
tariffs). In such a way, ·when carrying out the aims of the reform, cus
toms in Yugoslavia became a regulator of protection of home industry 
for the first time since World War II. Generally speaking, ·all these 
changes have enabled Yugoslavia to join GATT and become a full mem
ber of it on July 26, 1966. 
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Finally, decentralization and greater freedom of enterprises found 
its reflection in the Law on fQfe:iga. Credit Transactions. Article 6 of 
this Law permits working organizations to independently decide whether 
to engage in credit transactions with foreign countries. Credit operatio
ns with foreign countries envisage, among other things, the obtaining 
or granting credits for paying imports, exports, ·services and investments. 
Domestic enterprise may grant c:re:lits.of a foreign beneficiary either from 
its own working capital or from the funus borrowed in Yugoslavia or 
abroad. 

The above mentioned range of legislation should be complemen
ted by the November 22, 1967. Decision on Production Cooperation 
Which Is Considered a Long-Term One. The Decision is adopted for 
the purpose of bringing irito life Article 27 of the Law on Foreign 
Exchange Transactions. As a matter of fach this Articl~ of the Law 
provides for a certain deviation from the general currency regime in 
cases of a long-term production cooperation agreed upon between do
mestic enterprises and foreign partners. 

This preferential deviation comes to currency stimulation of 
a long-term production cooperation, which im plies domes tic partner's 
paying for imports under the said agreement with currency, earned by 
exporting his deliveries under the same agreement. In this connection 
the sum of currency realized by exporting domestic deliveries is taken 
for the limit. In other words; in case the value of the ho me partner's 
deliveries is smaller than that of the goods imported from his foreign 
partner the settlement of balance is effected under the general cUJTency 
regime of Article 20 of the Law on Foreign Exchange Transactions, . 
which concerns the corresponding category of the goods imported. A 
similar settl!'!ment is ,done in case the delivery value of the home 

partner exceeds that of the foreign one. This privilege; referring only 

to the transactions the agreement on a long-term producti~n coopera
tion, the above mentioned Decision was aimed at fixing what was to 
be considered a long-term cooperation according to Article 27 para. 
1. of the Law on Foreign Exchange Transactions. 

The Decision differentiates between a long-term cooperation 
III production and reciprocal deliveries of component parts and that 
in production and reciprocal deliveries of manufactures. The first 
kind of cooperation is present in case the following conditions are 
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fulfilled: cooperation in production and mutual deliveries of parts, ' 
assemblies, sub-assemblies and semi-manufactures which serve comple
ting produc;ts of the same technological group of homogeneous production;, I 

cooperation effected on basis of the agreement made by the domestic 
manufacturing organization and a foreigner; cooperation lasts three years 
at least. The latter kirid of cooperation is present in case the following 
conditions are fulfilled: products in question schould be of the same 
technological group of homogeneous produc;tion; those products should be 
manufactured under the agreement on division of production program ~"'r; 

/specialization/ for completing the <assortment of those products;coope
ration should last three years at least; 'the imported products should be 
exported into one of the countries with which Yugoslavia has arranged 
for the same way of payment as that with the country from which products 
are imported, ·or into the country in which payment is effected by currency 
of the same quality. 

Non-realizaticin of..cne'.of these conditions bears the agreement to 
the effect that the transactions done under it go out of the frame of 
foreign exchange self-financing. That means that the domestic partner, 
whose agreement was reproved by the National Bank of Yugoslavia or 
Federal Secretariat for Economy, cannot make u~e of the foreign exchange 
privileges defined by Article 27, ,para. 1 of the Law on Foreign Exchange 

Transacticins. 

Nevertheless, .suC;h a cooperation may exist without currency stimul

laticin, ,i. e. under the general foreign exchange regime, which means, that 
the domestic partner will charge for export of his goods and also pay 
import of the goods of the forei gn partner in accordance with the general 
restricticins laid down for a certairi nomenclature. It' is worth reminding, . 
that agreeme,nts on long-term cooperation and mut~al' deliveries of manu
factures, which are generally not so nu~erous, ·did not answer all the 
conditions required. That is why those agreements "were not applied iri 
practice, since the domestic partner was not able - wi thin the frames of 
the general regime - to earn necessary foreign exchange for paying import 
of manufactures. Therefore, further analysis, when treating a long-term 
production cooperation, ,will deal with cooperaticin iri production of com

ponent parts only. 

Such a new regime facilitates industrial cooperation between the 
Yugoslav enterprises and foreign establishments on credit basis exclusively. 

J 
j 
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That statement goes also for such agreements that iriclude productio-.' 
nal factors on the basis of properly interests. Under this system, a fo-· 
reign partner may advance production of one of the Yugoslav plans 
either by opening firiancial credit or by delivery of investment equ~pment. 

He cannot go further than that. Relations between him and the domestic 
partner are nothing else, ·but those of a creditor and a debtor 

As is known, new legislation on investm ents of fore ign capital, . 
that came into force on July 27, -1967. brought in qualitative changes 
into the regime built during the economic reform. Namely, now the foreign 
partner may foin his funds with those of the domestic partner] to make 
long-term investments into a Yugoslav organization with the aim of 
achievin~' general business aims at common risk. Industrial cooperation 
becomes production-industrial cooperation. However. the subj ect of this 
monograph cO.mprises only those cases from the practice of 
indu~Ulal cooperation .. in WhiCh no foreign investment into domestic 
enterprise ismade. 

II. Forms of industrial cooperation in 
Yugoslav Practice 

In the development of Yugoslavian economy so far the following 
forms of industrial cooperation can be sighted: 

- technico-technologi cal cooperation, .which consists of buying 
licence or techmcal documentation and of productlOn of parts, . 
assemblies, sub-assemblies or manufactures, .thanks to the 
bought licence or technical doc~entation; 

- producticin cooperation that consists of the delivery of parts, ' 
assemblies and manufactmes agairist the docu~entatlOn and 
treatment of the buyer; 

- production cooperation. that consists of mutual deliveries of 
parts, assemblies and sub-assemblies WIth the view of manu-' 
facturing a definite complex product. a family of IX'odu~ts or 
a group of them; . 

- production cooperation. that consists of production and de
livery of semi-manufactures or manufactures made by means 
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of machines or com plete installations received on the basis of 
technical assistance or in any' other way from the developed 

foreign partner-:-.buyer:; . 

-' production coopera.tion, that consists of arranged division of the 
programme and mutual complementing of the assortment of pro-' 
ducts; , 

- production cooperation that consists of common production of 
complete equipment and installations, either for one or for more 

markets; I 

- business cooperation that consists of rendering technical 
assistance and exchange of experiences; I 

-- production cooperation that consists of processing or finishing 
certain parts or semi-iD.anufactu~es. 

All the enumerated forms of production and business cooperation. 
that have developed in Yugoslav practice, may be divided into two 

groups: 

a) productional cooperation; 

b) business cooperation with the View of carrying out 

a certain business. 

In relation to thIs, all the hither to made industria] cooperation 
agreements that do not envisage common financial investments, appear 
under different names. Differences between them spring up due to the 
stress put on a partIcular aspect of coIl aboration,.. or on the specific 
purpose and subject of the agreement. Therefore they may first of all 
be divided inta. two large groups: agreements on productional coopera
tion;and agreements on carrying out acertain business. T::r(;~ sub
-'groups should be differentiated in the frames of the first group. Those 
are: agreements on programming of production; agreements on rendering 
technical services; and licence agreements. All the three sub-groups 
are connected with prpduction while the agreements from the first sub-' 
-group are of pure production character. Besides, the agreements of an. 
the three sub-groups are characterized by relative lastingness (from 
three years and up). The subject of the agreements that belong to 
the first sub-group bolls down to production and mutual supplies of 
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component parts, assemblies and sub-assemblies as well as semi~iD.a-' 
nufactures that are built into manufactures. This production and mutual 
supplIes are founded on technical and technological documentation whiCh 
the partners mutually exchange. It happens, that in the first phase of 
cooperation the foreign. partner only provides the domestic one with 
this documentation. But in the later phases of cooperation use of the 
documents acquires a reciprocal character, which means that the domes
tic partner cedes his documentation to his foreign me on basis of 
which the latter manufactures his assortment of parts and assemblies. 

In the second sub group of agreements the stress lies mainly 
on technical assistance which the foreign partners render the domestic 
partners. Deliveries of parts are affected in one direction basically, . 
i.e. from the foreign to the domestic partner. Technical and technologi
cal documentation are not exchanged, but ceded (the foreign partner 
cedes it to the domestic one). The agreements of the third sub-group 
envisage selling of the licence to the home partner. due to which the 
latter becomes familiar with the manufacture of some product. This 
selling is usually accompanied with deliveries of certain component 
parts within a certain period, ,presenting or giving for temporal usage 
of the equipment, training the personnel and so forth. Hence, ·these 
agreements also establisn, some cooperation in production which is 
not a joint one, . the partners' interests being not so closely related 
as those from, the agreements of the first two sub-groups. 

Practice testifies, ,that there are about one hundred agreements 
on programming of production and those on rendering technical assis
tance between the Yugoslav and foreign partners now. Out of this fi
gure, ·55 agreements comply with the required conditions from the above 
mentioned Decision on Production Cooperation Which is Considered a 
Long-Term One. These agreements cover the followi ng productional 
groups: electronics and electrical engineering, machine tools, .trucks; I 

ana other L._etal products. Of the above figure. 45 agreements accounts 
for the West Europe, ,1- for the USA and 9- for the socialist countries 
of the East Europe. The parties to these agreement~ made use of the 
currency privileges envisaged by Article 27, para. 1. o~ the Law on 
Foreign Exchange Transactions. 

According to what the competent branches of the National Bank 
of Yugoslavia and Federal Secretariat for Fconomy have found out, ' 
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several dozens of agreements on industrial cooperation do not answer ~ 

the required conditions from the quoted Decision. Some of them do not i 
envisage production and supplies from one technological group of the ~ 
homogeneous production, othf:!S are concluded for less than three years. 1; 

Therefore, the domestic partners to these cooperative agreements were I 
not allowed to make use of the foreign exchange stimulation ~uled for ~ 
the agreements on long-term cooperation. \ 

Licence arrangements (third sub-group) are rather numerous. 
Some of them are concluded as independent, ,while others make integral 
parts of the agreements on l,)ng-term cooperation. Iri the first case they 
are subject to the general foreign exchange regime and in the second 
to the regime which extends on the basic agreement. 

Agreements on carrying out a certain business (another large 
group) are complex in so !.Of as they contain some elements of the 
agreements from the first group. But the cooperation they establish has 
aims other than ,:hose foressen by the agreements of the first group. 
Those are in fact various forms of engineering or agreements known 
under the name of "turnkey contracts';, 

A. AGREEMENTS ON PRODUCTION COOPERATION 

7. ,Agreements, on Programming of Production 

here: 

The following agreements from this sub-group will be treated 

Agreement on indu1?trial cooperation between the Italian 
firms';Castor and Imel" of Turin, on the one hand, and 
(he Yugoslav enterpnse "Rade Koncar" of Zagreb, Yugo
slavia on the other hand, 
Agreement on cooperation between the West German firl})- . 
HBraun" A.G, of Frankfurt, ,and th,e Yugoslav enterprise 
';Iskra" of Kranj;' 
Agreement on long-term cooperation between the Swedish 
Firm SKF of Goteborg; Sweden and Yugoslav enterprise 
"Pretis" of Sarajevo. 

The major feutUieS -of all the three agreements are: joint pro

duction of parts necessary for the assembly of manufactures, close 

-.0'. 
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cooperation 1ll carrying on business and especially iri marketing; absence 
of any standard form of business organization; fairly long lasting. So, , 
the subject of the "Castor-Koncar" agreement consists of joint program
ming of the manufacture of the superautomatic washing machines; 'divi..,. 
sion of labour and mutual exchange of'supplies for the purpose of com
pleting these machines; 'mu~ual free-of-charge cession of technical ,do
cumentation both for the production and assembly of the existing models 
and for the production and assembly of subsequent modifications and 
improvements; '''Castor's supplying "Rade Koncar" on credit with the 
means of production; and sale of finished products on the basis of an 
agreed apportionment of markets" The joint division of labour and pro
duction is effected by "Rade Koncar" manufacturing electric motors 
and heaters and "Castor" the actual machines. "Rade Koncar" will 
bu~ld electric motors and heaters into the machines supplied by "Cas
tor", while "Castor" will build into its own machiries the electric motors 
and heaters supplied by "Rade Koncar". 

The "Braun-Iskra" agreement is somewhat similar. "Iskra" has 
received a franchise to assemble and selliri Yugoslavia certain models 
of Braun's electric razors. For the purpose of assembly "Iskra" will 
purchase certain parts from "Braun" and will manufacture the others on 
the basis of technical documentation that "Braun" will make available. 
Furthermore, ,to enable "Iskra" to. start its own production, ,"Braun" 
will give "Iskra" the necessary machinery free of charge and supply the 
necessary expert assi ~ance. "Iskra" is to pay for the imported parts by 
supplyirig the other parts from its own production. The razors thus manu
factured will be sold in Yugoslavia, ,under the jDint brand name of 
"Braun-Iskra". Since "Iskra" is initially expected to be primarily engaged 
in the assembly of imported "Braun" parts,and in view of the servicing 
to be performed by "Iskra", this agreement is also similar to the agre-' 
ement of the second sub-group. 

The "SKF" - "PRETIS" agreement provides for thejoint produc
tion and marketing of ball-bearings. 

Some other agreements belong to this category as well; for 
instance, agreement between "Iskra", Kranj :and "Central Date Corpora
tion", -Minneapolis, ,USA (produ~tion of electronic computers); I between 
"Electronic Industry", Nis and "Sparry Rand Corporation", Switzerland 
(production of electric razors of the brand "Remington Selectric", between 
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"Potisjen
, Ada and "Fimeg", Trst (production of lathes and one-spindle 

au~omation( and so on. 

As it was already stressed, foreign parties to these agreements 
do not make financial investments. However, ,they make technical invest
ment, i.rivesting first of all know-how and that wi thout any compensation;' 
then equio!'1ent, ,either on credit (to "Konca!''') or free of charge (to "Is
kra") _ Know-'how is later on e~changed the domestic partner being bound 
to inform his foreign partner of all the innovations he developed iIi course 
of the production. So in this later phase the home partner also invests 
know-how. 

Economic motives of Yugoslav partnerS, for establishing the above 
forms and examples of production cooperation are: 

relatively speedy mastering of new, ,qualitative products; , 
production of some elements of final 'product in large series 
that results in smaller expences per a unit of production; 
gaining of technical knowledge and technical treatments from 
the de-.,eloped partner; 
acquiring of a greater sum of foreign exchange necessary for 
importing of certain materials and parts; , 
:qualifying for competitive appearance on the domesti~and 

foreign market, ,that should result iri greater profit 

Next are the main motives of foreign partners from the developed 
countries for entering into the long term cooperation agreements: a) 
lower prices for the parts, ,assemblies and sub-assemblies bought from 
the partners from the underdeveloped countries; ,b) greater sale of 
manufactures of their own production. In the respect of lower prices, ' 
looked upon through the hitherto practice of Yugoslav enterprises, ,rea
lization of economic motives that refer to the lower prices, ,is effected 
III case the price of the imported parts is lower from that of the pans 
of home production, t., e, if. 

Cu < Cd, where: 

Cu the pr!ce of the Imported product from the foreign partner 
Cd ;: the price of the domesti.c partner. 

In view of the risk the developed partner has to run when im
portirig parts. assemblies and sub-assemblies from the less developed 
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partner, ,the price of the parts of the foreign partner must in the majo

rity of cases be lqwer from that of the domestic seller for about 100/0. 

It is mainly non-compliance with the fixed deadlimen that is 
understood under risk here, as well as risk of a possible bad quality 
of the imported pa'rts. On the other hand, the import of these parts, ' 
assemblies and sub-assemblies for industrial products of a higher deg
ree of processing in the OECD countries is regularly charged with the 
rates of appr. 15 per cent. 

It thefactor of risk and the factor of customs are taken into 
consideration. ,then the cooperation will be eCOI;lOmically possible in ca-' 
se relation of prices satisfies the conditions agairist the equation: 

Cu :" 0,75 Cd 

Further elaboration will illustrate the extent to, which III the 
Yugoslav industrial cooperation practice so far the cited economic motives 
were suc;:cesful. 

2. Agreements on, Rendering Technical Services 

From this s'ub-group the present writers take into consideration 
the five inter-related agreements betw een Italian Firm" Aspera Frigo" 
of Turin, Italy, ,and the Yugoslav electro-industrial enterprise "Obod" 
of Cetinje,in the periodof 1959 till the end of 1966. 

These agreements are similar to those under 1. They are predi-.. " 
cated upon the desire of Yugqslav'enterprises to modernize their ope
rations and undertake a new Ene of production. Thus, they provide for 
mutual supply of uidividual parts, assembly of the machinery, their: run
ning in and testing, ,cession of technical documentation, credit etc. 
These agreements also lack ony form of business organization and 
have been concluded for five to seven year penods. However, ,despite' 
these obvious similarities with the agreements under L there is a dif
ference: here there is no j oint programming of production. because the 
total 'technical accomplishment of the domestic partner is, not up to the 
standards of the foreign partner. ' 

Under the provislOns of the above mentioned agreem ents. ,"Obod" 
manufactures refrigerators by importing compressors and fitting them 
into lts own casings. Hence, the subject of its agreement with Aspera 
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Frigo of 14th July; 1966 was to learn to produce a certain electric motor 
forming one part of the compressor (first phase). The Italian partner se
cures "Obod'; credit to purchase equipment, and at .the same time is com
mitted to ;erect plants, set up an assembly line and start production by a 
certain deadline. The assembly line;workirig' in two shifts, must product 
500.000 electric motors per annum, the same quality as those produced 

by "Aspera Frigo" at its own plant in Turin. . 

These electric motors are tq be manufactured according to the 

technical specifications of "Aspera Frigo"; which wi 11 also tilllely inform 
its Yugoslav partner about any subsequent mQdifications in the manufa
cture of compressors. During the term of validity of the agreement,~'Obod 
is to supply the majority' of the motors it manufactures to its Italian 
partner, sell the balance to third parties; while it will purchase other 
compressor parts from" Aspera Frigo". The value of these mutual supplies 

will be balanced later. 

The Additional agreement on cooperation m arkedthe beginnirig of 

the second phase in learnirig to produce compressors. This time" Aspera 
Frigo" agreed to teach "Obod" to manufacture compressor housings and 
lids and to effect the firial assembly, filling and testirig of compressors. 
Again, the Italian partner agreed to set up an assemb;ly line in' the 

production of housing and lids. and for the production of compressors" 
~lectric motors as well.' Fu~hermere, "Aspera Frigo" will permit "Obod" 
to export whatever quantities of assembled compressors" Aspera" does 
not need for its own refrigerators. The partners will agree on permis

sable markets. 

Practice showed that the relations established by the agreements 

from this sub-group in the initial phase mainly come to assembling of 
the parts imported by the home partner from his foreign partner. But home 
partners are not satisfied wi th 'such a state of affairs, .positive sonsegu~ 
ence the of which is engaging '6f ·capacity. Therefore, they do their 
best to master production of parts and assemblies, so that their. col...,..' 
laboration wi th the foreign partners reached, as soon as possible, the 
degree of division of programs of produc::tion, that is ;specialization. In 
that way the tendency is that the agreements of this sub-'group, by 
lapse of time, get the character of the agreements of the first sub-group. 
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The inquiries "Castor Koncar", ~'Obod - Aspera ", ~'Frigo", . 

"Braun-Iskra" and other similar examples of cooperation, ·show the fol

.lowirig average results: 

a) saving of time,i.e .. difference in time of mastering the ma

nufacture of particular parts in case mastering by the domestic partner 

was effected through his own constructions and according to the techniCal 
documentation of the developed partner, makes. 14-20 months averagely .. 

b) mastering expences in case of using foreign technical docu
mentation are lower by 50-70% 

c) if standard quality of the developed partner is marked with 
1,00, . coefficient of the achieved quality of the product, ,in case of ma-' 
stering the manufacture of it by the domestic partner through his own 
development, constitutes averagely 0,7 - 0,8 and in case of foreign 
technical documentation being used it makes 0,93 - 0,99 •. 

d) effects reflected on aIi. increased profit by means of larger 

sales and loweririg production expences result in bigger 'profit and 
that by 60-70'70. 

The abOie given figures demonstrate clearly economic efficien
cy of such forms of productional cooperation. 

3 .. Licence Agreements 

This sub-group includes inter alia the Jollowing agreements: 

The Bottling Appointment Agreement between the American 
"Pepsi-Cola' Company", New York and the Yugoslav enter
prise "Centroprom", Belgrade; , 

Agreement between" American Cyanamid Company of Wayne, ' 
New J ers~ and Yugoslav enterprise "Zorka", Chemica 1 Iri-' 
dustry of S abac. 

These agreements Gome to franchise and making use of the brand 

(Franchise and Brand Agreements). Under the first agreement the "Pe
psi Cola Company" appointed "Centroprom" as its bottlers and autho
rised it·to hire a manufacturer to make the drink according to the Com
pany's formula. This agreement gave "Centroprom" the exclusive right 
to bottle, sell and distribute "Pepsi Cola" in Yugoslavia for ten years. 
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The same day "Centroprom" concluc:led a special agreement with "Buko
vicka Banja" , .Arandjelovac of which the American company approved. 
Under this second agreement, the enterprise of Arandjelovac manufactures 
the mentioned beverage and bottles it, .while "Centroprom" is responsible 
for the standard appearance of the bottles. "Centroprom" retains all sales 
rights. For purposes of this production, the American Company ceded, ·free 
of charge, certain water treatment equipment. As a matter of fact, the es
sence of this agreement consists of the fact that "Centroprom" is com-' 
mitted to purchase from the Pepsi Cola Company a '~inimum annual quan
tityof all units of Pepsi Cola concentrate. 

The relationship between "Centroprom" and "Bukovicka Bania", 
its sub-licencee. is not under controversy. "Bukovicka Ranja" performs 
specified services for "Centroprom" for an agreed compensation. "'-S to 
relationship between "Centroprom" and the Company, ·Article 18 of the 
Agreement explicitly states that "nothing in this Agreement shall create 
or be deemed to create any relationship ofag-eney-. partnership or joint 
venture between the ;'Bottler and the Company';. The Company has a 
right of inspecting the Bottler's books. Generally, the Agreement is 
characterized by a comparatively long period of lasting and close co
operation of the partners in selling "Pepsi" on the Yugoslav market. 

The agreement between the" American Cyanamid Company" and 
"Zorka" is somewhat similar to the "Pepsi" -' "Centroprom" agreement. 
It is a licencing arrangement under which the American partner permits 
his Yugoslav partner to use his American know-how to convert cya
namid concentrates into final products, 'to put the American's trade-mark, 
and then sell them in Yugoslavia. 

This category also includes recently concluded agreement between 
the American Company "Coca Coia", New York on the one side and "Ge
neralexport", ,Belgrade and "Slovenija virio", Ljubljana on the other side 
(manufacturing and bottling of beverage "Coca Cola");; ,. tthe agreement 
between the West German firm "Knorr of Heilbronn and "Kolinska", Ljub.7' 
ljana (manufacturing of soup) etc. 

The economic effects ofexecu tion of some licence agreements 
iri Yugoslavia were watched by means of corresponding inquiries. In 
this case too the effects are expressed by the following indicators: 

a) savings of time spent on mastering a new product;., 
b) savings of mastering expences; 
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c) effects, measured by coefficient of product quality, ·as com·

pared to the standard qualify of the more developed partner; ! 

d) effects in an increased profit. 

Inquiries are undertak en against the example of licence produc
tion of tractors Fergu~son-IMT; Motors Perkins - IMR, picking machines 
Pittler-Prvomajska, and bthes Morando-Potisje. 

The results of the inquiries give the following effects; 

applying of licences while mastering motors, ·tractors and machi~ 
ne t60ls facilitates savings of time. ·from 2 to 5 years; t 
basically the time of mastering such kinds of products through 
licence production, ·shortens from 2 to 5 years; , 
well-prepared and correctly used mastering of new kinds of 
those products, by means of licence, enables saving of maste
ririg expenses by 200·-500'70. 
in relation to the::standard quality of the foreign partner 
(1,00) t mastering of a new adequate product by the domestic 
partner; relyirig on his own constructing pro vides an average 
coefficient of the quality 0,7--0,9;' while mastering which 
relies on the licence and technical doc umentation gives 
0,92-0,98 coefficient quality; I 

mastering thanks to licence provides profit greater by 50---70'70. 

B AGREEMENTS ON CARRYING OUT A CERTAIN 

BUSINESS 

Out of the numerous agreements that enter this group. the at-:
tention will be paid to the agreement on erection su gar mills, .made 
between the Yugoslav' manufacturers of equipment "Jedinstvo", of 
Zagreb and "Djuro Dj akovic H of Slavonski .Brod,on the one hand, . 
and Italian firms "Nuove Reggiane" and" Ansaldo San Giorgio" on 
the other hand. 

Under the provisions of these agreements, .home investors 
encrust home or foreign manufacturers the work of erection complete 
plants and starting production. Home and foreign suppliers of equip
ment happen rather oftenl to cooperate, irrespectively of the fact 
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who of them is the bearer of work. So the agreements. between home 
contractor contain u~ually a provision stating, ,that some part of the eqti~ 
ipment will be produc;ed by a foreign firm. Following such an arrangement 
home contractor underwrites a separate contract with foreign firms on te
chnology and delivery of part of equipment. 

Complications usually arise in connection with the gu~antee of 
technological efficiency of the plant, the erecti~n of which is the subject 
of the agreement. IIi actual fact the home contractor guarantees the home 
investor certain technological effect. By the some tqkellt he wants foreign , 

suppliers of equipment, with whoin he entered iIito special agreement, ' 
to supply him with the .s~JIl~ guarantee. 

Global effects of various forms of indu~trial cooperation of the 
Yugoslav industry of processing me tals iii 1967, are shown in the table 
below: 

Number 
Ord. 

Form of cooperation 

1- Technical cooperation (licence) 
2. Cooperation on the basis of 

technical documentation 
3, Mutual supplies of parts, assem-

blies and sulr-assemblies 
4. Cooperation regarding division 

of the program 

5. Cooperation regarding complete 
machinery and individual eqUipment 

6. Cooperation regarding processing, 
finiShing, etc, 

7. Cooperation regarding "ad hoc" 
business 

8. Technical assistance 
9. Cooperation regarding division 

of assortment 

Totally: 

Source: Inquiries of manufacturers. 

in million of dollars 

Export Import Balance 

23,5 29,0 - 5,5 

3,0 3,8 - 0,8 

7,2 7,1 + 0,1 

1,2 1,6 - 0,4 

7,4 6,8 + 0,6 

I,D 0,2 + 0,8 

2,0 2,2 - 0,2 

0.5 0,3 + 0,2 

I,D 1.3 - 0,3 

46,8 52.3 - 5,5 

III. Review ofl ndustrial Cooperation Agreements.' 

and Their Practical Application so Far 
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All developing cou~tries, inclu4ing Yugoslavia, in the cow:se of 
the intensiv.e building of theirown industry, face the alternative: 

a) either to rely in construction,especially iii speedy mastering 
modern, qualitative products, ,on their own forces (their own 
constructions, their own technical solutions) or 

b) to accept the solutions of thedeveloped countries, ,by buying 
licences and technical documentation. 

The both ways have both advantages and shortcoming s, as well as their, 

adherents or opponents. 

If we accepted the elements of modern marketing and those of a 
rational economic computation, leaviIig aside the non-economic factors, 
we cou~d cleary see that backing on foreign licences and technical do
cumentation shortens,averagely, the process of masterIng complex 
produ cts by, 2-5 years. Simultaneously, savings on mastering expen~es 
on anew product (construction, ,tools, designing of prototype, testing, 
laboratory, etc) lessen by 2-4 times averagely. This data undoubtedly 
show that course toward the achieved level of development and tech-' 
nical solutions of the,developed countries is better. 

Next are other advantag es due to industrial coope ration with 

developed foreign partners: 

a) relatively high quality of a product; 
b) lower manufacturing expenses and herefrom a possibility 

cf being competitive wi th respect to prices; 
c) keeping up with the most modern technico-technological 

achievements iii a given technical domain; , 
d) possibility of enlarging sales in home and foreign market; I 

e) better economic effects due to a more modern organization 
of work (greater profit). 

Objections to the exclusi ve or predominant backing on foreign 

development are as follows: 

- constant or I mg-term dependence upon the foreign partner; I 
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permanent lagging behind the foreign partner.' s development 
from 3 to 5' years; , 
neglecting proper technical and personnel development; 
comparatively costly way of ·development, .that requires perma
nent foreign exchange expenditu~es for import of certain parts 
and assemblies; . 
licence and ot,her production based on foreign solutions makes 
an export ~xpansion impossible (this is due to the -fact that 
the licensor most often limits the markets on which the licen

see may appear). 

Meanwhile. Yugoslav practice in most examples of licence and 

other forms of' production cooperation shows that though some of the ob
jections made are partly justified, total economic effects, evaluated by 
time and expenditures necessary to master the production, and especially 
by the factor of prod~ct quality completely jus tify development based 
on buying most modern licences and technical documentation. To insure 
themselves against possible purchase of outm med technical solution, . 

domestic enterprises should~ 

a) keep up with the newest achievern'-l1ts in a given domain of 

techinics and technologv; 
b) be famlHa~ ,. I.. ~.: .. _ ~le- ways of deT!elopmem ofa ce~·l2.1!! 

,:. -' .' _c:hno!Ggy; 
'=j be aware G the prices and other terms under which compe~ 

titive E~'ms offer licences or technical documentation; 
d) be in possession of such technical and economic personnel 

and standard organization of work: .that would facilitate ma
stering of the new product relatively speedy subject to 
some a~aptation and bettering, as well as its timely marketing. 

The past practice indicates that the application of the agree
ments on indu~trial cooperation between the Yugoslav' enterprises and 
foreign firms, despite all the shortcomings, turned. out to be fruitful 
home enterprises established and intensified their relations with foreign 
partners and in such a way realized definite economic and technieo-te- 0 

chnological progress. 

Though. it cannot be argued that in all the examples of produc
tion cooperation of Yugoslav practice all the quoted factors, were present, 
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it is necessary to lay stress on the demon stated capability of maste· ... 

ring and adapting certain products (e.g. mastering of "Perkins" motor, . 
"Fergusson" tractor,. Massey-Fergusson" combine motor-cars "Fiat", ' 
"Ci troen" and NSU spare parts etc). 

Thariks to the established cooperative relations, ·home enterpri~ 

ses have, first of all, ,achieved modern technology; The applicati on of 
foreign formulae: of the modern technological process enabled them to 
start the modern, prodllctiai .of the:up-to--date and competitive products. 
In this way home enterpris~ j began also to realize wider assortment of 
products, destined both for home market and for export. Besides,dueto 
this cooperation and in the course of application of the agreements ma
de, service became better as well. Cooperatively manufacture d products 
(for instance, "Braun· ... Iskra" electric razors) are longer lasting, since 
they can be regularly maintained (spa.rt! parts are provided and there is 
a service as well). 

These results are also due to the legislation, e.g. the Decision 
On Production Cooperation Which is Considered a Long-Term One. As 
stated; .the Decision has opened the way to foreign exchange self-Ii-,: 
nancing, which in its turn contributed to the production in big series. 
This does not imply that the existing foreign exchange and foreign trade 
regime needs any further improvement. To achieve the aims of the ge
neral economic reform, ·further liberalization of this regime is necessary. 
In this respect, ,it is primarily to increase sources of funds that would 
stimulate various forms of industrial cooperation and eliminate othe~ 
practical drawbacks that block the way to its extending, The inquired 
Yugoslav business people enumerated the follo.wi n g drawbacks as the 
main ones: 

1. relatively high customs duties for parts, assemblies and sub
assemblies as well as manufactures, .the import of which is 
effected on the basisof established industrial cooperation; ,it 
is considered that such import should be freed from customs. 
payment, under the reciprocity principle, 

2. lack of the developed pa rtner' s interest to more widely credit 
or to lastingly invest for the purpose of constant keeping up 
of the competitlveness of the partner lic ensor or beneficiary 

.of technical documentation; ·it is marked, that a great deal of 
the problems could be solved by means of joint capital invest
ments; 
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3. insufficient engagement of the both partners for the purpose of 
joint appearance on the third markets; closer business relations 
between the interested partners are considered necessary in this 
case. 

In connection with these drawbacks there turned up other questions, 

of principle requiring adequate solutions on the occasion of concluding new· 
agreements on industrial cooperation. The first question concerns equal di-' 

. vision of work in programming joint cooperation. It happens most often, 
that the Yugoslav partner is assi.gned with the production of those parts 
which requires more materia! and less work. This divisi.on is probably 
due to the differences existing in technical and technological equipment. 
But the fact is that such a division stabilizes the existing difference in
stead of wiping it gradually off. Therefore all the agreements on prog
ramming of production should envisage cooperation in phases to the ef
fectthat in the initial phase one should .count on the differences exis
ting in the levels of technical and technological development while in 
the next phase more important busi~ess shou!d be entrusted to the home 
partner. 

Another question r·elates to the di spa~ity of prices of the pro
ducts that are made in cooperation. Labour being cheaper in Yugoslavia, 
joint cooperation with the foreign partners from the developed countries 
cannot, ,as a rule, .flow against the world prices. Therefore, home part
ner will have to charge supplies of his product to the foreign partner 
at the prices that are lower than the world one·s. However, he will have 
to pay the supplies of his foreign partner's products at the prices 
which are higher as compared to the world ones; ,this is due to the fact 
that he buys them in sm~ller quantiti es and because of high import 

customs. Differences that take place in the both cases will have to be 
compensated in such a way that the respective products will be sold at 
lower price in the heme market. Therefore, it is worthwile to find some 
way to neutralize the quoted disparity in prices in the frames of the 
Yugoslav economic mechanism. 

Besides, it should also be kept in view, ·that the use of techni
cal and technological innovations that are made feasi ble to the domestic 
partner through the agreements on industrial cooperation with foreign 
countries, influences greatly further economic development of Yugoslavia. 
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Economic foudation of socialism cannot be built in an industrially under
developed country. Hence, it is necessary that the society and the sta
te pursue an organized policy of support to all the efforts aiming at 
technical and technological linking of Yugoslav economy with the de
veloped economies of other countries. 

j 



JOINT INVESTMENT AGREEMENTS BETWEEN DOMESTIC AND 
FOREIGN ENTERPRISES IN THE LIGHT OF NEW YUGOSLAV 

REGULATIONS 

I. General points 

New Yugoslav investment regulations that came into force on 
July 27, 1967, facilitate joining of foreign and domestic funds by way 
of an agreement. This agreement is concluded for sake;" of achieving 
common and lasting business aini.~1 providing for risks and profits to be 
jointly divided. It is quite clear that by this ~ CG. ractual non-equ~ty 
joint venture investment is meant. The subject of these agreements co
mes to joint investment through production-financial cooperation. Taken 
as such, .this agreement represents, on the one hand, specific combined 
investment of capital and, ·on the other hand, a legal transaction -of 
international partnership. 

Foreign financial investment is combined, .because ii:- is neither 
direct or indirect, .i.e. it combiries the elements of the both. It is not 
direct, ·because according to the new regulations, .the foreigner cannot 
either indipendently or together with the Yugoslav partner start an 
enterprise or a branch in Yugoslavia which he would invest. Neither 
can he ,join his capital with the foreign one in the form of equity 
joint venture. The only thing he can do is to invest iri the existing 
Yugoslav enterprise, or in the enterprise which is still to be establi...,.' 
shed by the Yugoslavs for the pu~pose of production financial coope
ration.But the rent he gets 'in the form of profit sharing against his 
investment in the Yugoslav enterprise, may be only variable, that re
minds of the direct investments. Taking risk in common with his 
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Yugoslav partner the foreigner may suffer a loss and get nothing at all.' . 
On the other hand, foreigner's financial investme'"t is not indirect, ,be
cause import of technology and equ!pment which is expected from him, . 
could not be considered as giving credits in finance in kind with. a 
fixed rent due to his partner's relation with home enterprise. Consequent
ly, ,according to the philosophy of new legislation and the subject-mat-· 
ter of the first joirit investments agreements between home and foreign 
firms, ,the concluded so far, ,envi~aged invest~ent .simultaneously con
tains elements of direct and indirect,. ,financial and technical investment .. 
Therefore it is rermed combined here .. 

Joint investment through produ~tion-f.inancial 'cooperation, ·envi
saged by the new Yugoslav regulations, is a legal transaction embodied 
in an agreement on iriternational partnership. It matters here just such. 
an agreement since all ·the three required elements of international part
nership are present a community of interest that supposes doing busi,,"," . 
ness in common; 'joint division of income and losses; lasting cooperation .. 

In su<;h a specific regime of foreign" irivestD;lents, partners also . ,", 
found in their agreements specific aolutations 'tD'. all the important que-
stions of mutual l-'".,duction-financial cooperation: properly, ·form of 
business organization, management, ·etc. Analysis of these solutions 
will be effected on one of the concrete cases taken from practice. The 
agreement in question is that between Belgrade {Graphic Works, .of Bel
grade, ·and Printirig Developments Iriternational, of New York, Center for 
Europe, ·of London, ,signed on May 17th, 1968. The agreement is enter.ed 
on a special register on the basis of the decision of Federal Secreta
riat for Economy No. 107/2 of May 21st, ·1968. Accord.ing to its Article 
15, the agreement entered into force on the day of its regi§;tration. 

II. Joint Investment Agrement Between Belgrade 

Graphic Works. and Printing Development 

International 

1. Purpose of the· Agreement 

The purpose of the agreement is for t4e Belgrade Graphi c 
Works to master modern electronic technique, technology and work orga
nization and also to increase productivity of labour and export so as 

::, 
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to divide increaseL. profit, earned in such a way,between the both partners 
proportionally to their investments. In other words, providing for maxim al 
profits is the purpose of the agreement. Instruments for su~h maximizing of 
profit,are;: modern electronic teChnique, ,special technology and modern or

ganization of work. 

2 .. Sub~~Matt~r of the Agreement. 

The su\:>ject matter of the agreement consists in joint financial in-' 
vestment with the view of startirig a joirit business unit in the frames 
of the Belgrade Graphic Works and that under the name of . "Stu~io PDI
-BGZ". This provision is to be understood in such a way that the 
Yugoslav partner, ·within his business organization, sets up, by joint 
funds,a branch that will be run together by him and his English partner. 
Hence, "Studio" is a "common" unit, in so far as in it, ,under joint rna .... 
nagement and direction of the both partners, one part of operation, sin-' 
gled out ,9f the whole business of the Belgrade enterprise wiIl take pla
ce. "Studio" is not a "common" unit. iri so far as its settirig up is con
cerned: it has not been set up by both partners, ·but only by one of 
them (the Yugoslav). The unit isnnt common; 'It isused for jointly tra
nsacting business with the viewto jointly invested funds. 

Org~izing "Studio", the partners jointly organize the process 
of photo preparation for the needs of graphic industry: Therefore. join-' 
tly ~nvested funds will serve operation of "Studio", that mainly come s 
to electronic selection of paints from colour original; 'wcxking out colour 
duplicates and photo assembling of colours. 

For enabling "Studio" to do the assigned business, the partners,· 
agreed to take on lease for three years "Skaner PDI" machine from the 
American Printing Developments International, ,of New York. The machi-:-' 
newill be placed in Belgrade "Studio". Therefore, joint irivestment 
here, ·if looked practically at, ,means sharing in payirig the rent for 
the mentioned machine .. 

Use of "Skaner"., which represents the highest achieve!p.eiit in 
this field of technique, makes it. possible: 

a) to work out high quality colour duplicates and assembling 

of photo colour; 

.J 
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bt to considerably increase labour productivity and to lessen 
production expenf .~~ as compared to the treatments that were 

applied before; , 
.c) to increase sale of colour duplicates and assembling of 

photo-colour on the home market as well as on the foreign 

market; 
d) to increase proceeds and profits of "Studio". 

3. Irivestments 

Partner's investments range withiri the amount envisiged by the 

law, ,that is: English.firm 49'10 and Yugoslav enterprise - 51'10. Thestru
cture of investments is foreseen to De stated by a special arrangement. 
That special arrangement will be concluded, ,with reference to the mairi 
agreement, ,by the UStudio PDI-BGZ" on the one hand and two partners 

-' on the other hand. 

4; Foreign Partner' s· Obligations 

The agreement does not provide a closer definition of the fore-' 

ign partner's obligations, which as well as the home ones are turned 
irito elaboration on the subject-matter of the agreement (for instance, . 
obligation to deposit financial investment, transfer of the right of usirig 
licence and know-how to the h~me partner; 'supply of equipmLl'.t, trai
ning of personnel, etc). Some of these obligations in the case at stake 
are already fulfilled by the foreign partner pursuants to special ar-

rangements. 

The agree lent alsc lei'cefate;> legal provision on the transfer of 
rights and obligations. In other wv:ds, ,in case PDI 'wishes to transfer 
its rights and obli gations to another juristic. or natural person, it 
should respect t 1 , priolity principle in favour of the Belgrade Graphic 
Works. That mea;lS, that the English partner is boUl J first to offer the 
Works to take over his rights and obligations. The \ )rks is expected 
to respond to sucn:an offer. within 60 days. An eXl ption is made to 
this sti pulation in case the English partner wishes transfer his ri...,. 
ghts and obligatic"ls to some company-member of tl, PDI group. Na
mely, if "another juristic person" is one of the members of PDI 
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concern; ,the English partner, ,iIi this case, :may transfer his rights and 

obligations, ,neglecting the priority principle. As a result of such a tran-' 
sfer, ,the new PDIcompany will' undertake rights and obligations of the 
Englis~ firm and become, ~instead 'of it, ,a partner of the Belgrade Graphic 
Works m venture under thIS agreement.' 

5. Home Pa:rtnel":s' Obligations 

. Ho~e partner's obligations are not defined by the agreement· more 
precIsely eIther. Although by interpretirig its provisions it: may be conClu-' 
ded, ,that the home partner is the bearer of production tluough '''Studio'' 
and he is obliged to secure working assets; ,premises and sale of join-
tly manufactured products; . ' 

. "Studio" being a singled unit, ,within the frames of tlte Belgrade 
Gra~hlc Works, the agreement foresees keeping special accountancy "ac
cordmg to the regulations in force in' SFRJ". 1n this same way there will" 

:,J be organiZed running financial business of "Studio" provided liowe1ler'..that 
everYthing should be completely acceptable for the English partner as 
well; This.· provision corresponds to that of Artcle 64d, p.2. of the Law 
amending the Law on the Resources of Economic Organizations, ,accading 
to which:" contracting parties have the right of inspecting the books where 
the evidence of joint bu~iIiess iricome is given". 

6. Property' and Firiancial Relations of the, Partners 

a. Pro per t y 

This, question is not explicitly regulated by the agreement, which 
would generally be rather difficult with the viciw to the unprecise lanquage 
~f the Law amendirig the Law on the Resourses of Economic Organiza
t1Ons. But due to the specifity of tlte agreement under considera tion, the 
following conclusions can be reached. Everything is managed according 
to the principle of lease, 'so that application of the pactum reservati do
mini rule is exCluded, ,since it is not the English. partn er who appears. 
as lessor,but tlte third foreign person (New York firm). Lessee is "Stu
dio". Therefore, ,in relation to tlte lease of "Skaner" from the New York firm, ' 

I' : 
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the partners pay' rent according to the obligations the "Stuc;lio" took 
over under his agreement with the lessor. None of them gains . the 
title, because it is retairied by the New York lessor. With reference 
to this, .it is worth remindirig that iri case of cessation of the agreement 
the Belgrade Graphic Works has the right to enter into a lease agre
ment at the same rent that "Studio" would pay for the period of the 
neJtt three years .. 

As for premises in which the "Studio" will operate and the equip
ment it will use, ,there will be also concluded an lease agreement .. This 
time as well "Stuc:lio" appears as lessee while the Belgrade Graphic. 
Works appears as lessor. According to this agreement,. 'property relaticins 
do not change either: premises and other equipment continue to be so
cially owned while the right of using them retains the Belgrade Graphic 
Works, as it was before. Neither "Studio", nor the English partner take 
over the rights of the Works. 

b. Cal cuI a t ion S y s t e m of J 0 i n t V en t u r e 

The basic agreement· does. not explain the way offixirig profits, , 
amortization, etc. Those questions wi ll'probably be the subj ect of special 
annexes. With reference to this, ·it is worthwhile to remind that the neces
sary' elements for statirig production economy and bu~iriess profitableness 
can be found out, ,at this stage of execution of the agreement, only on 
the basis of preliminary calculation for one product-repre·sentative. 

Such calculation is lacking. Nevertheless, it would be necessary 
to work out, ,in supplement to the basic agreement, ,a preliminary cal

culation for one product-representative. The following elements should 
be seen out of this calculation: 

- product and annual sale of this product; , 
- direct producticin expenses (material for manufacturing), . 
- personal incomes (connected with the manufacture), 
-' rent (depreciation) 

-' plant. €X2enses 
- overhead expenses, . 
- production price, . 
- profit, 
- sale price. 
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It is qu~te obvious that in this case calculations should be made

eitli&r.· preliminary or settling-according to the wellknown classical 
scheme reflecting the structure of the sale price of a product in trade 

economy. 

The reasons are as follows: 

1. calculation has to be clear to the foreign partner; . 
2. elementary calculation of one product-representative 1S m 

qUl!stion .. 

As for profitd{vision itself, the agreement only envisages, that 
the profit gairied by "Studio" work will be,'. divided proportionally to the 

irivested funds .. 

The English partner has the right to transfer his part of profit 
according to the valid Yugoslav regulations. On the funds earned thanks. 
to his share in joint business income POI pays tax assessed under Yu
goslav legislation. These contractual provisions practically mean that 
the partners. will, ·first of all, .firid ou~ the profit of running business 
jointly. The foreign partner is entitled to a part of the fixed profit, 
which.is proportional to his investment. That part of his is charged then 
by the amount of the tax assessed (35%) . At last, the foreign partner is 
obliged to leave in Yugoslavia 20% of such net profit of him (throughre-' 
investment or deposit. with a bank). As for the rest of the profit, the 

foreign partner is free to transfer it. 

The foreign partner exercises his right of transfer in the frames of 

the valid Yugoslav foreign exchange system. As itis known, under 
that syste.m the transfer may be effected only at the expense of the 
foreign exchange the Yugoslav. partner disposes of in his retention quota 
and also of the expense of the foreign exchange depreciation , f~ds 
(10% of degreciation according to the determined quotas) .On theba sis 
of the practice so 'far, ·it is estimated that such resources of funds are 
insufficient for an efficent transfer .. Therefore, the existing legislation is 
expected to be amended in terms of increasirig resources serving the 
realization of transfer of the foreign part ner' s part of profit (net foreign 
exchange influx, etc). In' this connection,. the partners should have in 
view, that it is only successful running of joint business in convertible 
arras that fills the resources of funds out of which the foreign partner's 

share of profit is transferred. 

-
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c. Suffering risk 

As with regar4 to profit so also with regard to business risk, . 
the agreement provide!} that the latter will be diVided by the two part-· 
ners proporticinally to 'their investments. 

7. J~i"t Obligations of the two Partners 

Out of :ithose obligations there is one concerning third party lia
bility. The partners are responsible for the obligations of "Studio" to 
third party but only within the value of the investments. This provisicin 
is characteristic of some joint investment agreements made so far. Beirig 
a sirigled busiriess unit, in the frames of the Belgrade Graphic. Works, ' 
"Studici". will enjoy property autonomy (it will have separate book-keeping, . 
etc). In view of this, ,the question of responsibility of "Studio" for the 
obligations of the entire enterprise will'be solved out of the general re-' 
ginie, since the partners did not· otherwise agree. In other words, 'whereas . ~: 
it was'. not arranged that "Studio" would be responsible for the obligati....,. 
ons. of the mole Belgrade Graphic Works, it is quite normal to suppose, 
that the partners' iritention was to make this separate unit cover its own 
obligations only. 

On the. other hand, it ,is expressly envisaged that the partners 
are not responsible by' their whole property, but by the property' of the 
ur;tit only, ,i.e. WI thin the .limitS. of their shares. A part is not responsiL: e 
for the whole; .the whole is responsible for the part only by the property 
of that part, ,which means,,' that the part is responsible for itself. Such 
a soluticin on limited responsibility paves way to limited bankruptci that 
is bankruptcy'of a singled organizational unite in the frames of one arid 
the same jUl;idical person, ,which was not the case till now. Needless .. 
to emphasize how useful and practical that solution is for the regul~tion 
of mutual relaticins of home and foreign partners in the field of produc;",.· 
tion-financialcooperation. 

8J Management 

Like 'other arrangements of this kind the agret ent under consi...,. 
deration 'envisages that the business unit, ·i. e. speci.led activity which 
is subject of cooperation, will be managed by a' Operr 'mg board •. 
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However, ,this agreement.' differs from other agreements in the 

respect of the composition of operating board. Notably, ,in this concrete 
case the operating board consits of three members 0 f which one is 
nominated by the Works, another by PDI, .whil'e the third is elected by 
the agreement of the parties. With the view to the odd number, ,it will 
be easier to pass decisions in the board of such a structure, than in 
the one whose total number is even. 

As for the procedure, the operating b (lird passes decisions 
by a majority vote which is the only way corresponding to its structu
re.Interesting is the regulation according to which the re presen tatives 
of the Works and those of POI have the veto right in the operating 
board. Thence, .negati ve llote of one of the two partners frustrates the 
adaption of a decision which the second partner and the third member 
declared for. Strict and unpopular, the provision on the veto right in 
this agreement,still Tepresents the last protection of the parti:J.er that 
considers his vital interests threate ned. It is worth hoping that the 
partners, ,in their fruitful cooperation based on principles of good faith 
mutual confidence and common interest, ,will have to make u:;;e of this 
right very seldom. 

The question of competences of operating board is not elabo
rated in details in the agreement. It looks ·as if it were let to practi...,.· 
ce to demonstrate which share of their. competences the self-managing 
organs transferred to the operating board. The agreement only states 
that the operating board's :as.slgnmenJL lies in managing and directing 
business unit. The notion "managirig" is wider than "directing". 
"Managing" is that, ,which is in Anglo-Saxon, doctrine called "policy 
making". And that lies in worker's concil's competence .. Directing is 
the competence of the managing organs (directing -board and the dire
ctor) some aspects of which may be transferred to the operating board. 
FiIture practice will probably manifest thfLt the partners take it into 
account. Generally, ,it is rather difficult to draw the difference between 
managing and directing. Therefore, it is difficult to differentiate between 
the competence of managing organs from that 6f operating board. By 
cited provisions managing organs of the Works transferred a part of their. 
competence to. t1;l.~ operatirig board. The agreement does not enumerate 
the transferred~:powers, but names those which are not transferred. 
Namely, .it- is ~tated that the workers of "Studio" have all the rights 
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and obligations envisaged by the posia ve Yugos lav regulations. This 
generalized provision still orients that the managing organs of the Works 
reta~n the right of hire and fire; Ithe workers of the unit will elect their 

own managing organs, etc. 

At last, it is envisaged that operating board may transfer some 

part of his competence to some of its members or to the third person by' 
a unanimrus decision. Probably, it will be the' repr~sentative of the home 
partner in the operating board who might ~vail himself of this prossibility 
being .~9miSH~g._ in the location of the seat of the business unit ("Stu-:
dio") . The transferred part of competence wiU most often concern 'tran=_ 

saction of concrete business, conclusion of agreements or similar opera
tions of current operation and in the spirit. of general decisions made 

by the operating board. 

9. Settlement of Disputes 

The agreement envisages that aU the disputes ansmg out of its 

implementation or interpretation will be settled by an arbitral tribunal 
consisting of three' members. One member is :n:0minated by the Works, n 
another by PDI. Arbitrators nominated in such a way elec1:. the third 
member. However if the two nominated arbitrators fail to agree in. view. 
of electing the third member within thirty days from the day of 'nbtni..,. 
nation of one of them, the dispute wi 11 be submitted to the Arbitration 
of the International Chamber of COIDIDerce in Paris for settlement. 
Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce in Paris will also 
be competent in case the formed arbitration will prove to be unable 
to pass an award within 30 days from the date of nominating the first 

arbi trator . 

As it is seen out of a number of ways of the settlemen t of 
disputes, .offered by the Law, .the contracting parties have chosen only 
two and those' in combination: special arbitration and foreign arbitra
tion. Hence, .they will not apply either with economic courts in Yugo- , 

slavia or arbitral tribunals at the Chambers. 

The parties did not envisage the material law, under which the 

arbitrators are supposed to adjudicate their disputes. This question 
remains therefore, to be negotiated from case in the arbitration com-
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promise when nominating arbitrators, .respectively when submitting the 

dispute to the International Chamber of COIDIDerce in P'aris. 

10. Final Provisions' 

a. D u rat ion 

The agreement between the Belgrade Graphic Works and PDI is 
concluded for 3 years. Duration is counted from the date of the entry 
into force of special agreements on the lease of "Skaner" PDI'~ and 
of premises. If none of the parties cancels the agreement 6 months 
before the expiration of the 3-years period., the agreement is autOlJ'.ati"7 
cally extended for the next 3-years period. . 

b. Entry into force 

As a matter of law,the entry of the agreement into force cou
ldnot be solved in an orderly way due to the vagueness one may co
m.e a~ross in the Law amending tlw Law on Assets of Economic. Orga
~1~a~lOns. In other words, .according to Article 63, para 4, referring to 
JOI~lng of funds of the home economic enterprises, the agreement is 
vahd when approved by the worker's councils, or other managirig orga
ns. Yet, under ArtiCle 64, .provision on joining of funds. of homecco
~omic enterprises are also applied to the agreements on long-term 
lnvestments by foreign persons into a domestic organization, .unless, . 
otherwise provided by the federaL law . . Finally, .according Article 

641 !>ays that a long-term irivestment agreement between the domestic 
and the foreign enterprises is valid beginning with the date of the 
entry of its conClusion into a special register which is kept for such 
kind of agreements with the Federal Secretariat for Economy. At first 
glance the. agre.ement seems to enter into force twice, . or to be subject 
to two ratIficatIOns (that of worker's council and that of Federal 
Secretariat for Economy) ~ich is illogical. 

~ese provisions could be interpreted in two ways. According 
to the fust way, ·the provision from Article 64j means that same Law .. 
with reference to its Article 64::, has itself otherwise solved the ' 
problem of sanctioning the agreement on long-term investment betweel1 

1 
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home and foreign partner to the effect that the decision on registeririg 
is substituted for the worker's council approval. Here from, ,according 
to this interpretation, ,the worker's counciL approval were not necessary 
for the agreements with the foreign partner, the decision of the Federal 
Secretariat itself, ,being, ,ratification of a constitutional character. This 
would mean, ,that the legislator wished to condition entry into force of 
the agreement on a long term investment by the approval of the workelS; 
council in that case only, ,when the both partners are home enterprises. 
But is the conclusion of such agreements with foreigner'S less important . 
than that whose negotiators are all home enterprises,so that the wor
ker) s counciL sanction would be unnecessary? Undoubtedly,not. On the 
other hand, in case this hypothesis were founded in spite of all the ar
guments put above, then there wou~d arise the question of the exact 
time of entry that agreement into force. That is, whether it enters irito 
force on the day of passirig the decision on registering it; or on the 
day when it is really registered; 'or on that day when the pavourable ' 
decision is communicated to the parties. Those are all ,different dates. 

Accordirig to the second, .more acceptible way, ,the provision of 

Article 64j :should not be interpreted in such a way, as if the question 
of sanctioning a long-term investment agreement is solve d by the 
Law in a different way in case when one of the parties to the agree-' 
ment is a foreign firm. Therefore, provison of the Article 63 parg. 4 
would relate both for the agreements on JOIning the funds between home 
enterprises as well as for such agreements concluded between a foreign 
and a domestic enterprise. Consequently, ,under Article 642, the provisior: 
of Article 63 para 4 stating that the agreement signed is valid only 
upon approval of the worker's counci I of the home partner, would analo
gously be applied to the agreements with foreign partners. In context of 
such an interpretation, the decision allowing registration of the agreement 
on joint investment between the home and the foreign partner, would not 
have a constructive character. If so, ,it could be said that the agreement 
enters into force when approved by the competent organs of the two 
parties is. brought into life on the date olf registration. The competent 
organ for the Yugoslav enterprise is the worker's council; -for the fer
reign capitalist one the direction; ,for the foreign csocialist one a sta
te organ is (usually Foreign Trade Ministry). With reference to this, it 
could be accepted that the agreement ente~s into force :m the day of 
approval on the part of the competent organs of the parties under the 
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condition that the Federal Secretariat for Economy will pass a decision ' 
allowing the registration. As a future, ,uncertain in cide inciden t the 
Secretariat's decision may betaken as a resolutive or as a suspensory 
conditicin. In the first case if the subsequent passing a decision mea,nt. 
that entry of the agreement into force was dependant upon a resolutive 
condition, the following situation would arise: the Secretariat passes 
a decision on the entry into the re gister, -the operation of the agreement 
will be continued. In case the Secretariat "reiects; the application for 
registration, ,the sought condition will not OCCIlI:. Notification 0 n refusal 
of the registration would represent legal denunciation of the agreement 
e x nun c. The agreement had produced legal effects beginning wi th 
the approval of the workers' counciL and up to the time of notifying 
the partners of the l'.ejecting decision. In another case, ,if subsequent 
decision meant that entry into force was subject to a suspensory con-
dition the situation would differ. In the span of time beginning with 
signing the agreement and approving it on the part of the worker's 
council and up to passing a decision, ,it would be considered that the 
agreement made has no legal effects its application is suspended till ' 
the passing a decision. In case of a po sitive decision, ,the agreement 
starts to produ<;e legal effecto from that very moment. In case of a nega-' 
tive decision, the agreement with be qualitied as being net concluded 
at alL 

If to compare these elaborations with the solutions in the agre
ement under consideration, the following can be stated: the agreement 
is not conditioned by the approval of the worker's counciL at all, but 
only by the direction of PDI;:, it is stated that the agreement "enters 
into force and becomes valid on the date of registration". This could 
imply that the parties tended to the first iriterpretation of the law. But 
it should also be kept in view, that the worker's council of the Works 
has really given its con'sent to the agreement, though it is not stated in 
the text itself. Also the fact is that the date of actual registering is 
unknown; whdtis known is only May 21, 1968 as the date of thedeci..,. 
sion allowing thee-agreement to be entered into the register. Therefore" 
it seems that the agreement is subject to the approval of the worker's 
council of the Works and PDI direction, and it becomes valid on the 
date of its entry in the register ~~P! with the Federal Secretariat for 
Economy. Nobody can be blamed for the unsuitable language of the 
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agreement and tlhe gaps of.the Law. Still until the legislation is amen-
ded, it: remains disputable whether the agreement has conditionally entered 
into force on the date of the approval by the partners' competent organs 
or the agreement has entered into force only on May 21, 1968 when the 
Federal Secretariat passj:!d a positive decision on its registration. 

III. Final Remarks 

Out of the made account itmay be concluded that the main dif

ference between such an agreement on joining of funds and that on in
dustrial cooperation, which does not include joint investment, comes to 
absence of credit. arrangement. IIi other words, ,the agreements on long
-term investment of funds of the foreigners into a domestic economic 
organization for the sake of achieving joint business aims subject to 
risk jointly divided, ,do not i'nclude credit relations. The partners do 
business as partners, dividing profits and suffering losses together. 

On the other hand, it.is imposible now to appraise the achieved 
resul ts, .that is to the practical implementation of the agreement under 
consideration, since the whole cooperation is still in the stage of pre
paration. "Skaner PDI" machine has not arrived yet. Therefore, the 
"Studio" has not started its work yet. Hence, ,there are no results for 
appraisal. The same is true for other agreements on joint irivestment. 
Irrespectively of that, ·itis logical that the economic purposefulness of 
the existing agreement schould be estimated from the point of view of 
major trading factors in the frames of modern' marketing. In the concrete 
case the following factors are meant: 

1. product, ·its quality, level of keeping with modem technology 
and its development; 

2. home and foreign consumers and their development; , 
3 .. consumption (the achieved level of consumption its future 

level); I 

4. product prices (from the point of view of competitiveness 
and profitability); , 

5. competition (quantitative and qualitative); , 
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6. possibility of importing the product under the influence of 
foreign competiticin; I 

7. export of goods, from the aspect of quantity, export pnces 
and import areas; 

8. effects (profits) from th e increased sale of products in the 
country and abroad in the period' of 3 years. 

1. Product 

Application of modern electronic equipment "Skaner PDI" keeping 
to the standard technological treatment, secures high quality of the fol
lowing products: 

colour duplicates; , 

assembly of colour duplicates. 

The applied technique considerably increases labour productivity 
and makes it. possible to lessen production expenses relative to the exi...,. 
sting treatments. 

In such a way, ·two main factors: quality and price of the product 

provide conditions for an increased sale of these products. 

As for the problem of the product and its possible development 
and improvements, the agreement does not envisage whether some bet
tering and improvement of "Skaner" machine taking place in the lifetime 

- of the agreement at the American mother-firm or at the competitive ~ 

firms, ·willbe applied also in the formed "Stu~io", so that the latter is 
constantly supplied by the newest technological achievements and in 
such a way as to keep competitiveness in the market. That could 
be regulated by a subsequent supplement to the agreement. 

2. Consumers 

Though the matter 1S of specific products from the graphic indu
stry, it: is desirable that the agreement contains on abstract from the 
study on the inquiry of colour duplicates market and the assembly of 
photo colour. Such an abstract would provide a global idea of who 1S 

the consumer of these products in the country and abroad; 'of how 
many of them are there and of the way of their development. 
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3. Consumption-

For a successful execution of the agreement it is most important 
to assess the post consumption, .present level -of consumption and futu~e 
one of the jointly manufactured products. With reference to this, there 
arises a question whether the care of effecting the sale (consumption) is 
left to the Yugoslav partner only or whether it is joint action. It isnot 
clear from the agreement whether part of consumption (in expcrt) will 
be secured by the English partner, ·in which countries and iIi what way. 
Notably, . in mo~em tircuI;Ilstances _ ·in such cases, especially when high 
productiv.itr equipment is in question, . practice shows that the most ef
fective way is to have the sale against. supply (production) provided 
by the foreign partner abroad. Thi s method is especi ally actual for the 
cases when' supply (real possibilities of production) exceeds absorption 
possibilities of home demand. 

4. Price of the· Product 

It was said above that the, agreement should be provided with a 
preliminary calculation for one product-representative. This calculation 
made according to the scheme of classical price structure, . enables 
to see all the elements of price structure, i.e. economy ,and profitable
ness of manufactu~ing a certain product-representative. Especially, ' 
market price, whether in the cout;ltry abroad, ,makes it, possible to sta-' 
te by means of compa~ison; the degree of product competitiveness, . 
considered from the aspect of price. 

5' Competition' 

In the lifetime of the agreement, competition IS supposed to 
operate quantitavely in two ways: 

a. home competition, ·on the basis of the old, .previously ap
plied technique or possibly on the basis of the same, mo
dem technique; 

b. foreign competition on the basis of the same modem technique. 
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There arises a question whether the American mother-firm 
may compete in the Yugoslav market and to make it: possible for the 
"Studio" to be her competitor iIi some markets; ·if. so which products 
could be involved and under what con<;litions:. 

6. Import 

There is a possibility of importing the same products,on the 
basis of the same or possibly better technique in thecourse of 3 years, . 
the lifetime of the agreement. In that way the import would appear as 
a limiting factor for the produ<;ts of "Studio" in the Yugoslav market. 

There may appear a competitive import, .either urged' by damping 
prices or in another way (higher labour productivity lower prices, .high 
export premiums.) Such a case may occur fItIDm Italy, for instance. 
What measures will the partners take up to resist such am' import? 
That is the qu~stion to which the partners ought to have a ready 
answer. 

7. Export 

Successful realization of the agreement depends to a great deal' 
upon the export of a great part of joint production. This is i~ the first 
place due to the narrowness of the home market relative to the capa
city' of the skaner-machine,and to the necessity of increasing turnover 
and getting foreign exchange, for providing bigger profits and making ,: 
earnings for the transfer of profi t share. Will such an export progra
mme be let to the operating board or should the partners have iriserted 
it into the agreement for? The English partner with greater capital' 
and more experience in the field of foreign market, ·could guarantee sa
le of one part of the manufactured produ<;ts for export. 

8. Effects (Profits) 

The agreements is not clear as to what tentative annual profits 
might be, Therefore, ar further addendum could produce the whole 
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account of profit, .consisting of two profit accouts: 

a. profit out of home sale (in Yugoslav market.}~ . 
b .. profit gained in foreign market (in export). 


